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Abstract

Abstrakt

Quantized neural networks (QNNs) help
implement large-scale models on devices
with limited hardware resources. This thesis aims to compare and improve methods for training QNNs, so the gap between quantized and full-precision models closes. Discretization is generally a
non-differentiable procedure and, therefore, unsuitable for gradient-based backpropagation. The introduction of stochasticity to the network solves this issue for
the price of a more complex training process.

Kvantované neuronové sítě (QNNs) pomáhají implementovat rozsáhlé modely
na zařízeních s omezenými hardwarovými
zdroji. Cílem této práce je porovnat a zlepšit metody pro trénování QNNs, aby se
zmenšil rozdíl mezi kvantizovanými a ’fullprecision’ modely. Diskretizace je obecně
nediferencovatelný proces, a proto je nevhodná pro optimalizaci zpětným šířením
gradientu chyby. Zavedení stochastičnosti
do neuronových sítí tento problém řeší za
cenu složitějšího tréninkového procesu.

Two families of methods were studied
to train QNNs. Both introduce stochastic quantization into the standard NNs.
One family samples stochastic quantized
values in the forward pass. The other
family propagates moments of probability
distributions.

Byly studovány dvě rodiny metod pro
trénování QNNs. Obě zavádějí do standardních neuronových sítí stochastickou
kvantizaci. Jedna rodina vzorkuje stochastické kvantizované hodnoty během dopředné propagace. Druhá rodina propaguje momenty pravděpodobnostních rozdělení.

We propose simplifications to samplingbased methods and suggest that probabilistic propagation can be used for pretraining. Pre-training enables the otherwise slow learning binary NNs to be used
on a broader range of deep NN architectures. Experiments validate the functionality of both approaches on the MNIST
and CIFAR datasets.

Navrhujeme zjednodušení metod založených na vzorkování a navrhujeme, že
by pravděpodobnostní propagace mohla
být použita pro předtrénování sítí. Předtrénování umožňuje využít jinak pomalu
se učící binární neuronové sítě na širší
škále architektur hlubokých neuronových
sítí. Experimenty ověřují funkčnost obou
přístupů na datasetech MNIST a CIFAR.
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Introduction

Neural networks are exploited in various cases with full-precision weights and
activations. However, larger models demand a lot of computational power
and a large memory to store all their parameters/weights. This requirement
renders them unusable for resource-constrained devices or limited-budget
applications. Therefore some compression is needed to limit the memory
and CPU requirements. Among multiple different approaches, several stand
out. One such method is pruning, which focuses on removing redundant
parameters from already functional NNs [AK13]. Another method, and the
main focus of this work, is the quantization of weights or activations or both.
Last to point out are the methods focusing on custom hardware optimization
for different structures of different hidden layers. For example, specialized
FPGAs can be used instead of GPUs [CBM+ 20], which may improve the
performance and even lower financial costs. All the methods mentioned above
might as well be used together to maximize the savings.
Quantization aims to utilize an already existing neural network and reduce its precision. Therefore scalars can be represented with less than the
standard 32 or even 64 bits. While working with smaller precision, much
fewer computational operations need to be executed, and thus the CPU
power requirements are lowered. Quantization also results in memory savings
since all weights are in lower precision. The extreme case of quantization
is the Binary Neural Network (BNN) which works with only 1-bit weights
and activations. BNNs achieve a 32× (or even 64×) reduction in memory
requirements. Rastegari showed in his work [RORF16] that in BNNs, all
multiply-accumulate operations (MACs) can be replaced with XNOR operations and bit-counting, which results in up to 58× speedup on CPUs (rather
than GPU).
1
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The quantization process can be introduced into a NN before or after
training. Quantization after training is called post quantization. Popular DL
frameworks like PyTorch and TensorFlow include the post quantization
function in their libraries. Such a lowering of precision works well for most
DNNs until 8 bits, regardless, without the loss of accuracy [ZZS22]. Zhang
demonstrated in his paper [ZZS22] that even at 4-bit precision, a post-training
quantized NN for the ImageNet can achieve comparable results to a NN trained
with full-precision. For precision lower than 4 bits, the quantization aware
training needs to be introduced.
The general problem with quantization is that discretization by rounding
is discontinuous, and thus its derivative is zero-almost-everywhere. Therefore,
the generally used gradient-based optimization is inapplicable. For that reason,
multiple approaches were introduced to work around the absence of gradients
or gain the gradients from more sophisticated discretization approximation
methods. The complexity of these approaches substantially differs, and it
fundamentally represents a trade-off between the computational complexity
and the accuracy of a network for different levels of precision. The commonly
used Straight Through Estimator (STE) is the simplest workaround [YLZ+ 19].
However, it is mainly used as a heuristic: it is ambiguous with respect to the
shape and scale of the surrogate gradients, different implementations involve
different clamping rules, etc. Relaxed Quantization by Louizos [LRB+ 18]
allows for more theoretically sound approach. It introduces stochastic relaxation by injecting noises into the quantization. The expected loss is a smooth
function of latent weights, and the gradient is well defined. However, it uses
discrete categorical random variables and a complicated Gumbel-SoftMax
estimator, which is computationally demanding. A fast deterministic function
for test-time replaces the exploited quantization process, showing significantly
better results. Another popular quantization approach, stochastic rounding
by Gupta [GAGN15], can also be explained as quantization with injected
uniform noise. It is a simpler method, but it is unclear why it underperforms.
We compare relaxed quantization by Loiuzos at al. with the stochastic STE.
We find that using uniform noise and the stochastic STE is much simpler and
computationally more efficient and achieves the same accuracy.
The second part of this work focuses on probabilistic propagation in Quantized Neural Networks. Instead of sampling the stochastically quantized
weights and activations, we compute the mean and variance of the respective
discrete variables and propagate these statistics through the network using
analytical approximations. Similar approaches were used in the literature
for different purposes: in [SF19] for the analytic dropout, in [SCH19] for
variational Bayesian learning of QNNs, in [PW18] for training binary neural
networks, in [RSFP19] for training networks with quantized weights and
binary activations. In these works, quantized weights are represented by
general categorical distributions.
2
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1. Introduction

We propose developing and applying probabilistic propagation for the noisy
quantization model of Louizos et al., which is easier to parameterize. We
propose the same treatment for weights and activations. We want to explore
the possibility of using this method as pre-training. Its approximate loss
function is smooth and non-stochastic, which should enable easier optimization
in the beginning. However, we do not expect probabilistic learning to achieve
the best performance as a sole method due to the analytic approximations.

3
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2

Quantization and Relaxed Quantization

All quantization methods have several common elements, which determine
how the method will translate a full precision value to lower bit precision
such as 4, 2, or even 1 bit. These elements are the merit of precision b, a
quantization function q(·) and an output vocabulary. The merit of precision is
a constant value b, which represents the number of bits available to represent
a quantized value. A general discretization function q(·) is defined as a
surjective function that returns a value from an output vocabulary of K= 2b
items. The vocabulary is a countable set of values that can be distinguished
with b bits. The structure of the output vocabulary is predominantly given
as a grid of ordered scalars.

Grid of Quantized Values

The grid of scalars can be generally arbitrary. In this work, an equidistant
grid is presumed, for now, with step size 1. While assuming a fixed point
quantization, the grid G constructed with b bits is set as:

G = [g0 , ..., gK−1 ] = [0, 1, . . . , 2b − 1]

(2.1)

Since the input values in most cases will not tally with the universally set
grid points, additional parameters are needed for scale α and offset β of the
5
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grid. These parameters can be either learnable or set by hand. The resulting
grid is:
G̃ = αG + β
(2.2)
Note that now the grid is still equidistant, but the step size is now set to α.

Quantization Function q(·)

With the set grid G̃, a problem arises regarding how to classify continuous
values to the given grid points. As it has been already outlined, simple
rounding to the closest grid point
1 x
x̂ ∈ G̃ = α · ⌊ + ⌋
2 α

(2.3)

is a non-invertible function. Figure 2.1 shows that in backpropagation, the
gradient of such quantization function is zero almost everywhere, and therefore,
the SGD optimization is not applicable.
The following sections will introduce multiple heuristics which solve the
missing gradient problem by either replacing the gradient in backpropagation
or either by introducing a differentiable replacement for the rounding function
2.3.

2.1

Post-Quantization

The post-training quantization method’s biggest strength comes from skipping
overall issues regarding the backpropagation through the quantization function.
At the beginning is a DNN obtained through standard full precision training.
Zhang showed in his latest paper [ZZS22] that with a large enough dataset
supporting large batch sizes, for example, 1024 samples, he can achieve the
near-original results as the state-of-the-art full-precision model network with
only 4 bits.
Zhang’s work claims that his good accuracy can be algorithmically replicated with guaranteed results. Even though his results are impressive, this
work aims to reduce the precision down to the extreme of one or two bits,
which the Post-Quantization approach does not deliver. Another issue of PostQuantization is that it achieves good results almost exclusively in classification
tasks [DNL+ 17].
6
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2.2. Deterministic Quantization with STE

Deterministic Quantization with STE

The vanilla version of the Straight Through Estimator (STE) estimates the
gradient of the discretization function as the gradient of the identity function
f (x) = x. The identity function is plotted in the figure 2.1. The outcome
of this replacement in its vanilla form is that the backpropagation gradient
descent process ignores the presence of the quantization function, so it does
not influence the parameter updates in SGD.
The STE method has other modifications, where the gradient approximation
imitates some common activation functions such as standard, leaky, or clipped
ReLu. It was shown by Shinya [GI22] and Penghang [YLZ+ 19] that these
variant methods converge even in cases when the identity STE fails. The
better performance is presumably achieved by retrieving the information
about the maximum and minimum values set in the quantization grid G̃.
STE is a relatively simple approach to implement in code. However, the
hypothetical information of how are the propagated values influenced by the
quantization is lost. Regardless of this rough approximation, especially the
clipped ReLu version of STE is a method that shows impressive results even
for BNNs [HCS+ 16]. However, for some low precision cases, the quantization
might not be able to reach optimal values as it was described by Penghang
[YLZ+ 19] as the instability phenomena. Another issue can arise by the
commutation of the quantization errors and can lead to stagnation of the
output [Hig20].
Overall, the ReLu STE methods are the simplest and fastest quantizationaware training approaches. They are also deterministic, which makes them
easier to implement on hardware [HCS+ 16]. The results of training a NN
with STE are relatively good. Especially for non-extreme cases, STE methods
seem like a good trade-off between complexity and accuracy, at least shown on
ImageNet, CIFAR10, and MNIST datasets by [YLZ+ 19], [GI22], [HCS+ 16].

2.3

Stochastic Quantization

The previous section explained that the only possible way of using deterministic quantization is to exploit some approximation for the gradient of the
quantization function. Even though these methods performed well on the
7
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Figure 2.1: The functionality of STE and RQ for the ternary grid. The green
line represents the process of deterministic rounding to the closest grid point.
The red line represents the approximation of the rounding process using STE
within the first and last grid point. The blue line represents the average values
of quantization using RQ.

MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets, they are sensitive to their settings and have
not proven to be very robust [YLZ+ 19]. Therefore it is relevant to gain more
quantization methods, ideally without the rough gradient approximations.
The new approach started focusing on the injection of stochasticity into
the process of quantization. Methods exploiting stochasticity for quantization
can be universally called Stochastic Quantization (SQ) methods. The idea
behind SQ methods have been already explored by several papers ([DNL+ 17],
[LRB+ 18], [PW18], [GAGN15]) resulting into methods that managed to
achieve good results. Y. Dong showed in his paper [DNL+ 17] that SQ
methods are capable of compensating the quantization error and, therefore,
can achieve better accuracy than the deterministic methods. Moreover, SQ
applies to a wider range of data sets and DNN structures [DNL+ 17].
The SQ methods can be generally divided into two categories. The first
category follows the direction of the deterministic methods and only introduces
a quantization function exploited as additional processing of weights and
activations. This category does not make major changes in the original
network structure, focusing mainly on the sampling of a selected distribution.
The other category is based on Probabilistic Neural Networks and the relevant
propagation of distributions through a network. This approach requires more
significant interventions to the original network’s structure as all layers must
be rebuilt in this matter. On the other hand, sampling is significantly limited
and can even be completely eliminated.

8
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2.3. Stochastic Quantization

Stochastic Attributes of SQ

A stochastic quantizer can generally be gained by assuming an input noise ϵ.
This noise will determine the probability of a specific value of the input signal
x to be quantized as each of the grid points from G̃. In other words, artificial
noise is added to the input, which will make the previously non-differentiable
quantizer on average a smooth function. An example of the on average
smooth function is depicted in the figure 2.1. This addition of noise creates
another variable based on the input x as
x̃ = x + ϵ

(2.4)

However, only the independent offset value ϵ is obtained for a singular
feedforward pass, and the gradient of the ’on average’ smooth function cannot
be computed. Nevertheless, when assumed that ϵ has zero mean and is
continuously distributed, the expected value of deterministically rounded
random variable x̃ will generally be closer to the original input value x.
Therefore the expected error of the quantization procedure is smaller; thus, SQ
methods are capable of describing their input with significantly better accuracy
than the deterministic methods while working with the same precision [Hig20].
The following section will describe how the probability of selecting a grid
point is computed based on a cumulative distribution function (CDF).

Categorical Distribution Function for SQ

The CDF of the noised input P (x̃) is directly dependent on the CDF of the
injected noise ϵ. To evaluate the probability of selecting each grid point from
the grid G̃, it is necessary to specify the properties of the distribution. In
theory, almost any distribution with zero mean can be chosen for the noise ϵ.
The chosen distribution for ϵ is then transferred with its parameters θ onto
the input variable:
ϵ ∼ P (µ = 0, θ)

−→

x̃ ∼ P (µ = x, θ)

(2.5)

The probability of selecting a particular grid point is equivalent to the
likelihood of x̃ to be inside the interval ⟨−α/2; α/2⟩ around the specific grid
point. This estimation can be viewed in the figure 2.3. The probability
p(x̃ = gi ) is evaluated based on the original input value x and the parameters
of the selected distribution θ:
p(x̃ = gi |x, θ) = P (x̃ ≤ (gi + α/2)) − P (x̃ < (gi − α/2))
9
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The General SQ Learning Problem

The previous sections have defined how to compute the probability of selecting
a grid point as the output of an SQ function. This will serve as the shared
basis for SQ methods. Therefore it is suitable to describe the general problem
of learning NN with SQ.
As was previously outlined, stochastic quantization works with random
variables instead of the point estimates exploited in the deterministic rounding.
Let’s assume a loss function l. The arguments of the loss function are latent
weights θ, the injected noises over the whole network ξ, and the network’s
input x. The standard aim of any learning process is to minimize the loss
function. In the case of NNs, the minimization is obtained via gradient-based
optimization. Because of the involvement of the random noises ξ, the gradient
for an optimalization step is computed for the expected value over the injected
noise ξ:

1
Eξ [l(x, θ, ξ)]
∂θ

(2.7)

There are multiple approaches to solving the equation 2.7. As outlined
in this section’s introduction, the methods can be divided into two separate
categories. The two following sections will focus on the first category and
introduce the well-known Stochastic Rounding (section 2.3.1) and the more
general Relaxed Quantization (section 2.3.2). These two methods exploit
sampling of the input noise, and the reparameterization trick [KSW15] for
learning. On the contrary, the approach of the latter category will avoid
sampling and create a Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), where the general
distribution’s parameters represent all values.

2.3.1

Stochastic Rounding

One of the pioneer’s works on SQ was the Gupta’s Stochastic Rounding (SR)
[GAGN15]. The SR method considers only the closest higher and lowers grid
points with regard to the input value. The elementary approach of SR is to
round up or down with an equal probability of one-half. A more promising
method determines the probability of selecting a grid point based on the
distance between the input value and the closest grid points.
10
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2.3. Stochastic Quantization

Figure 2.2: Stochastic Rounding principle. The red and blue lines represent the
distance between the input x and the closest higher and lower gird point. The
ratio between the length of the colored lines corresponds with the ratio of the
probability of each grid point to represent the quantized value of x.

The most common case of SR determines the output grid point by sampling
from a uniform distribution. In other words, the injected noise from the
equation 2.4 is uniformly distributed. Let gi be the closest lower grid point,
and gi+1 be the closest higher grid point to the input value x. The start
and end point of the selected uniform CDF is set to be gi and gi+1 . The
distribution for the formula 2.6 is then:
x̃ ∼ U (⌊x⌋G̃ , ⌈x⌉G̃ ) = U (x − α/2, x + α/2)

(2.8)

Stochastic rounding will round up to gi+1 with the probability of (x −
gi )/(gi+1 − gi ) and correspondingly round down to gi with the probability of
(x − gi+1 )/(gi+1 − gi ). This process is visualized in the figure 2.2.
After quantization, the input is represented only by the closest higher
or lower grid point. This observation is essential for the future distinction
from Relaxed Quantization. The average value of the chosen non-extreme
grid points (over many quantizations of the same input) will be equal to
the value of the original input x. If the value of x is higher/lower than the
highest/lowest grid point g1 /gK , the average value will be cropped in regards
to this limitation.

Effects of Stochastic Rounding

Deterministic rounding to the nearest creates rounding errors which are in
some cases correlated to each other [Hig20]. This causes a systematic error
growth or sum stagnation, which was already observed in 1949 by Huskey
and Hartree. The rounding errors generated with stochastic rounding are
mean indented. In other words, their average value has no error [Hig20].
Therefore, it can be stated that the expected value of inner (dot) products of
large vectors is equal to the exact inner product without quantization. Such
11
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operations are a significant aspect of networks working with convolutional
and linear layers, making SR more advantageous than the STE methods.

2.3.2

Relaxed Quantization

This section serves as an introduction to relaxed quantization (RQ). The
RQ approach was introduced under this name in a white paper Relaxed
Quantization for Discretized neural Networks by Louizos [LRB+ 18] on which
are segments of the following text partly based on. In his paper, Louizos
elegantly explains the concept of using probabilities and cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for the stochastic quantization process. Relaxed
Quantization (RQ) evades the problem of the non-existing gradient by socalled ’smoothing’. This process is outlined in the figure 2.1. After obtaining
the smooth quantizer q(·), the fundamental SGD process can be exploited for
optimization.
Let’s assume the noised input x̃ from the equation 2.4. For its mathematical
attributes, the zero mean logistic distribution with the standard deviation of
σ will be considered as the distribution of the injected noise ϵ. This resolves
in the context of the formula 2.6 into:
p(x̃ = gi |x, θ) = L(x̃ ≤ (gi + α/2)) − L(x̃ < (gi − α/2)) =
Sigmoid((gi + α/2 − x)/σ) − Sigmoid((gi − α/2 − x)/σ)

(2.9)

The CDF of the logistic distribution is the softmax function meaning
that no integration is necessary for its evaluation. The sigmoid CDF is fast
to evaluate, and it can also be efficiently used for backpropagation. Even
though Gaussians are generally used for such approximations, it has been
experimentally proven to be less effective to use the normal distribution
instead of the logistic distribution [LRB+ 18].
Now that it has been established how to determine the likelihood of each
grid point to be selected as the quantized value of the input, random samples
can be drawn. The drawn samples will, on average, create an adhesion curve
to the step function visualized in the figure 2.1.
At this point, it is clear that the whole process depends on the scale/deviation of the noise ϵ. When the deviation σ of the selected, in this case
logistic, distribution is too large, it prevents the model from fitting the data,
which results in the loss of accuracy. When it is too small, the CDF starts
12
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Figure 2.3: On the left is depicted the quantization process with a given non
specific distribution p(x̃) (green curve). The real line is separated into K intervals
with the width of α, and the center of each interval corresponds to a grid point
gi . The colored area corresponds to the probability of x̃ being assigned to the
grid point gi . On the right is a CDF evaluated for the interval around each
grid point from G̃. The values correspond to the probability of x̃ being assigned
to the appropriate grid point.

Figure 2.4: Two extreme examples of evaluation of the probability to select
the fist grid point g1 . The color purple represents the overflowing probability
mass, blue color shows the actual probability within the interval of the first grid
point.

to converge to the step function, and the gradient flow will be interrupted
[LRB+ 18]. Therefore the noise deviation needs to be initialized reasonably,
not causing underfitting or insufficient gradient flow. The deviation parameter
can also be optimized with gradient descent to minimize the loss function.

Categorical Distribution over Extreme Grid Points

The interval around the first and the last grid point generally does not cover
all extreme cases of p(x̃). That is especially relevant when x is close to or
beyond the border grid points. This can be observed in the figure 2.4. Unlike
in SR, automatically assigning the closest grid point when exceeding the grid
13
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range is not applicable since all grid points are possible results of quantization.
Therefore it is needed to decide how to deal with the redundant probability
mass overflowing the grid range. One option is to remove one of the interval
limitations and assign the excess probability to the corresponding grid point.
Another option is to remove the relevance from the culprit probability; this
option was used by Louizos [LRB+ 18].
The latter option is de facto a truncation of the distribution so it is restricted
to the interval (g1 − α/2, gK + α/2⟩. The probability of x̃ being smaller than
some constant value C can be then gain as the normalized difference between
the probability of the input being smaller than the value C and the probability
of the input being smaller than the low end of the interval around the first
grid point:
P (x̃ ≤ C|x̃ ∈ (g0 − α/2, gK−1 + α/2⟩, C ∈ R) =
P (x̃ ≤ C) − P (x̃ < (g0 − α/2))
P (x̃ ≤ (gK−1 + α/2)) − P (x̃ < (g0 − α/2))

(2.10)

The influence of the truncation is negligible when the over/under flown
probability has small values. That occurs for well-scaled and offset grids G̃,
for non-extreme precision cases, or small variance distributions. On top of
that, the re-normalisation of the CDF only introduces more computation to
the training which can be saved by exploiting the other method. Moreover,
it is unclear if the normalized CDF would perform significantly better solely
by decreasing the dominance of the extreme grid points shown in both cases
in the figure 2.4. Therefore from now on, the limit removal method will be
considered the primary one while keeping the latter option used by Louizos
[LRB+ 18] for possible future consideration for implementation.

Non-Differentiability of the Categorical Distribution

In the previous steps was gained a categorical distribution over the grid
G̃, which is still non-differentiable. Once again, the gradient could be approximated. However, this is undesirable towards the ongoing push for
directly differentiable quantization. Louizos [LRB+ 18], proposed replacing
the categorical distribution with a concrete distribution, securing a continuous gradient flow. He named this transformation the relaxation procedure.
It introduces a smooth categorical distribution in a process similar to the
renowned softmax function. Softmax is a function that turns a vector of K
real values into a vector of K non-negative real values that sum to 1. Let πi
be the categorical probability of sampling the grid point gi . The shift to the
14
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concrete distribution is obtained as [LRB+ 18]:
ui ∼ Gumbel(0, 1)

(2.11)

exp((log πi + ui )/λ)
zi = P
j exp((log πj + uj )/λ)

(2.12)

The variable zi represents a random sample from the concrete distribution.
The parameter λ is a temperature of approximation, as λ is closer to zero,
the result will still be a non-continuous categorical distribution [LRB+ 18].
The final quantized value x̂ of input x can be obtained as [LRB+ 18]:
x̂ =

K
X

zi gi

(2.13)

i=1

Note that the value of x̂ is not necessarily equal to any grid point from G̃.
It is only desirable to deviate from the grid point values because it enables a
smooth gradient flow for the SGD optimalization.

RQ Process in Use

Working with x̂ allows for usage of the standard gradient-based optimization.
However, the process is computationally demanding, and therefore it does
not make sense to use the same method of quantization during the testing
time when gradients are not computed. Therefore during test time, the
quantization can stay stochastic with RQ, or it can be substituted with a
basic deterministic one just like in the section 2.2. For this switch between
methods to work correctly, it is crucial to transfer the offset and bias of each
grid G̃ in the whole DPP.
Even though the explanation of RQ is much more complicated than for the
deterministic approach, it can be simplified into four steps.

...
.

1. obtain the intervals of each grid point
2. calculate the categorical distribution from the selected CDF
3. calculate the shift to concrete distribution
4. evaluate the output x̂ as in equation 2.13
15
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Note that the RQ computational complexity explodes for higher precision.
The complexity explosion is caused by the computation of the probability
of each grid point and the subsequent transformation into the concrete
distribution. Another reason is that to compute the equation 2.12, multiple
random numbers need to be drawn. To keep the complexity at bay, the
quantization-on-a-local-grid modification from the following section can be
exploited. Another option is to not apply RQ for precision over 4 bits, where
other previously introduced fast approaches can be used.

Quantization on a Local Grid

Relaxed Quantization over a grid with a larger amount of grid points is
computationally expensive since it requires drawing 2b random numbers
for all weights and activations which are currently being quantized in this
layer [LRB+ 18]. This resolves into a substantially increased number of
operations used in forward-pass throughout the network and increased memory
demands to keep more parameter values for the backward gradient propagation.
Therefore the training time and memory requirements are gradually extended
for girds with the precision of over 2 bits.
Louizos [LRB+ 18] introduced a solution called the ’localized grid’. It is
based on the same approach of truncating the extremes of the distribution
p(x̃) in the equation 2.6. Let us assume an input x, the closest grid point to
it is xm . Simultaneously, only the grid points within the standard deviation
range from xm are considered. The standard deviation can be derived from
the parameter σ, which is used to introduce noise ϵ to the input x.
This results into a new categorical probability established as:
P (x̃ ≤ C|x̃ ∈ (⌊x⌉ − δσ, ⌊x⌉ + δσ)) =
P (x̃ ≤ C) − P (x̃ < ⌊x⌉ − δσ)
P (x̃ ≤ ⌊x⌉ + δσ) − P (x̃ < ⌊x⌉ − δσ)

(2.14)

This entry only serves to complete the topic of the RQ. For lower precision
quantization, i. e. 2 bits, is such computation unnecessary since the CPU
and memory savings are not significant. For larger precision models where
the more additional process complexity would actually improve the training,
other less demanding methods of discretization can be used.
16
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Comparison between RQ, SR and STE methods

From the theory is clear that the implementation of the logistic RQ algorithm
is more computationally complex than the SR and STE methods. It requires
probability evaluation over the grid G̃ and also utilizes sampling from the
Gumbel distribution for each of its grid points. Moreover, additional computations are needed to acquire the propagating value. The advantage of this
stochastic quantization process is its full differentiability which allows for the
gradient propagation without any reparametrization tricks. In comparison,
stochastic rounding requires only one sampling from the uniform distribution.
The only other computation in implementation is the deterministic rounding
to the closest grid point. Finally, STE does not require sampling, making
it the fastest method to evaluate. However, the complexity of stochastic
rounding is not much higher. This difference in evaluation complexity will
later notably manifest during experiments.
Rounding to the closest grid point can substitute the sampling-based
quantization methods for the testing time. Therefore, the same speed as
for the deterministic method is achieved during test time for both RQ and
SR. In general better generalization/robustness and the overall accuracy is
to be expected for networks using stochastic quantization (RQ, SR) over
the deterministic approach (STE). Corresponding results to this expectation
were shown in [GAGN15] or in [XAHK21]. Stochastic rounding and RQ both
avoid stagnation which was observed for the methods using STE [YLZ+ 19].
In the work by Louizos et al. was introduced a hybrid function between RQ
and SR. This method samples from the logistic distribution and propagates the
sampled value via the reparametrization trick. During backpropagation, it is
assumed that the value was obtained from the evaluated concrete distribution,
and thus, the continuous gradient flow is preserved. The difference between
this method and the original SR is the different gradient propagation, the
different noise distribution, and the fact that this method can propagate more
distant grid points. The probability of propagating a non-neighboring grid
point is based on the size of the noise deviation parameter. Sampling over
more grid points should, in theory, allow for faster optimization.
It is significant to mention that RQ requires the hardware to be able to
support stochastic operations, i. e. draw random numbers with the given
parameters [HCS+ 16]. This requirement can be limited to the training time
since for the test time is exploited the deterministic quantization method.
Nevertheless, the sampling capability requirement might pose a hindrance to
implementing onboard training on small CPUs or chips Ḟor such cases, STE
is a simple solution, and it can be sufficient for many.
17
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Probabilistic Learning

Probabilistic learning of neural networks generally includes some kind of
stochasticity such as a dropout, various input noise, weights as random
variables, etc. The introduced uncertainty is then consciously propagated
through the network as a random variable distribution. A great example
of this approach is the well-known Bayesian Neural Networks which can
generalize better and show confidence in their results thanks to the use of
stochastic parameters [SF19]. Multiple approaches have been introduced, i.e.
Sampling-Free Learning of Bayesian Quantized Neural Networks [SCH19],
Probabilistic Binary Neural Networks [PW18], Feed-Forward Propagation in
PNNs [SF19].
Where a standard neural network (SNN) propagates only point estimates
and loses the concept of uncertainty, a probabilistic neural network (PNN)
keeps its knowledge of uncertainty and propagates it to the following layers
[SCH19]. A significant advantage of PNNs also arises in the field of quantization, where optimization of the distribution parameters does not face the
trouble of zero gradients in the rounding function [SF19].
A PNN is based on working with probability distributions (PDs). Every
value in PNNs is perceived as a PD, which can be to a great extent characterized only by its mean and variance. In cases when no sampling is performed,
no other information about a PD is needed, which keeps the propagation
process as general as possible. For cases when detailed identification of a PD
is needed, the standard normal distribution was chosen in this work since
it is widely exploited and has an apparent use of the parameters, which is
advantageous. The assumption of the normal distribution is also based on the
19
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renowned Central Limit theorem, which takes place during the multiplication
of random variables within linear and convolutional layers [SLF17].

PNNs are the second category of approaches to the SQ learning problem
stated in the section 2.3. Unlike the sampling methods, it is entirely stochastic,
so it generalizes better and learns faster [SF19]. Thus the PNN learning for
quantization poses a good method for fast model initialization and provides the
model with better robustness. However, during the derivation of some layers,
some dependencies between random variables occur, and approximations
must be made. Together with the general tendency of stochastic learning
to underfit the model for the price of better robustness, the PNN cannot
converge to the best accuracy results. Therefore, when the stochasticity
enhanced by the influence of the exploited approximation starts to slow down
the learning, the PNN method can be replaced by a more precise sampling
method.

This chapter introduces a process of taking a state-of-the-art architecture
designed for SNNs and rebuilding it into a PNN. Ideally, this process should
be universal to apply to the same stochastic relaxation model as the SR and
RQ methods. Then the targeted transfer between these two approaches can
be smoothly achieved during the training phase.

Inputs & Outputs of a Layer in PNNs

Generally an input to any layer in NNs is a vector x = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }. In a
PNN is every element of x represented by its mean µi = E [xi ] = ϕ(h) and
variance σi2 = V [xi ] = θ(h). The vector h represents the input to the NN.
Functions ϕ and θ are given by the previous layers, such as a Linear layer or
a Quantization Layer, which influence the propagating parameters.

Since point estimates are no longer used, it is necessary to derive how PDs
and their means and variances will change when various functions are used.
Thus, in the following section, the propagation of distribution parameters of
all elementary layers in a NN will be derived. Notably, a derivation is needed
for the already introduced relaxed quantization layer 2.3.2 which will keep
the memory and computational demands low during the training time.
20
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Mean and Variance Propagation

This section focuses on working with means and variances of stochastic weights
and activations. Unlike the standard approach, gradient-based learning is not
updating the trained value itself, but it changes the properties of each value’s
probability distribution. Backpropagation of means and variances requires
an analysis of calculations used in elementary layers and derivations of how
the layer affects the propagating PD properties.
In the ongoing sections, the below-listed formulas for probabilistic mean
E and variance V will be repeatedly exploited. Since quantization focuses
strictly on the discrete representation of values, only the formulas in the ’sum
form’ are necessary. When P (x = a) represents the probability of the event
’a’ to occur, then:
E [X] =

X
a∈G̃

a · P (X = a)

h

i

h

(3.1)

i

V [X] = E (X − E [X])2 = E X 2 − (E [X])2

(3.2)

In the equation 3.2 it is assumed that all terms are finite. From now on,
2 = V [X] will be used. Similarly when random
notations µX = E [X] and σX
vectors are computed with, notations µi = E [Xi ] and σi2 = V [Xi ] are used.
Further calculations will be based on the properties of the mean and
variance. The properties show the consequence of scaling and offsetting the
random variable X. The rest of the properties show the reaction of variance
to the addition and multiplication of two random variables.
E [c · X + b] = c · E [X] + b = c · µX + b

(3.3)

E [X + Y ] = E [X] + E [Y ] = µX + µY

(3.5)

V [c · X + b] = c · V [X] = c ·
2

2

2
σX

(3.4)

2
V [X + Y ] = V [X] + V [Y ] + 2 · Cov(X, Y ) = σX
+ σY2 + 2 · Cov(X, Y )
(3.6)

Cov(X + Y, Z) = Cov(X, Z) + Cov(Y, Z)

(3.7)

E [X · Y ] = E [X] · E [Y ] = µX · µY

(3.8)

h

i

2
V [X · Y ] = E X 2 Y 2 − (E [XY ])2 = (σX
+ µ2X )(σY2 + µ2Y ) − µ2X µ2Y =

2
2
= σX
· σY2 + σX
· µ2Y + µ2X · σY2
(3.9)

The last two properties assume independence between the random
variables X and Y .
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Fully Connected (Linear) and Affine Layer

The general calculation for the Fully Connected and Affine layers is a sum of
products of n weights and n input values which is then offset by an external
bias b:
aj =

n−1
X

x i wi + b

(3.10)

i=0

For the linear layer the weights and are considered random due to the
stochastic relaxation of the quantized weights, for the affine layer the weights
and the bias are considered deterministic scalars.

Fully Connected

The mean for the linear layer E [alin ] is derived gradually. First the mean of
the multiplication of two random variables (Eq. 3.8) xi and wi is computed
and later the sum (Eq. 3.5) over all the semi-activations is performed. At
last is added the mean of the bias variable:
E [xi · wi ] = E [xi ] · E [wi ] = µxi · µwi

E

"n−1
X
i=0

µlin =

#

x i · wi =

n−1
X
i=0

n−1
X
i=0

E [xi · wi ] =

µxi · µwi + E [b] =

n−1
X
i=0

n−1
X

(3.11)

µxi · µwi

(3.12)

µxi · µwi + µb

(3.13)

i=0

The variance for the linear layer is computed in a similar matter using the
equations 3.9 and 3.6:

V

"n−1
X
i=0

2
2
V [xi · wi ] = σw
· σx2i + σw
· µ2xi + µ2wi · σx2i
i
i

#

x i · wi =

2
σlin
=V

"n−1
X
i=0

n−1
X
i=0

2
V(σw
· σx2i ) + covariance term ≈
i

#

xi wi + V [b] = σb2 +

n−1
X
i=0

(3.14)
2
V(σw
· σx2i )
i

(3.15)

n−1
X
i=0

2
2
(σw
· σx2i + σw
· µ2xi + µ2wi · σx2i )
i
i

(3.16)

In the equations 3.14 and 3.15 an approximation was made based on the
independence between the random values of the ’part-preactivations’ xi · wi .
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Figure 3.1: On the left is a diagram of influence of the parent units on
the output activations in a linear layer. On the right is a diagram of the
influence of the shared weights on the output values of a convolutional layer.
Convolutional and Linear layers make their outputs dependent, which corrodes
the otherwise precisely computed propagation of the statistical moments, which
assumes complete independence across the network.

The ’covariance term’ is a sum of covariance evaluations (based on the formula
3.7) between the gradually added random values ai , which are assumed to be
independent. Therefore the covariance term is equal to zero. Even though
some influence is be shared between the individual NN units within a linear
layer, it is still a fair approximation [RSFP19]. The mentioned dependence is
based on the fact that all variables ai inherit properties from the same parent
units, as is shown in the figure 3.1. Since the bias b is completely independent
of the previous layers, the covariance between b and the pre-activation ai is
zero without any approximation.

Affine

For the Affine Layer, the results from the Fully Connected layer can be used
after substituting the variance of the weights and bias with zero and after
substituting the appropriate means by their true value.
µaf f = E

"n−1
X
i=0

#

x i · wi + b =

2
σaf
f =

n−1
X
i=0

n−1
X
i=0

µ xi · w i + b

wi2 · σx2i

The same formulas can be derived from equations 3.3 and 3.4.
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Batch Normalization Layer

The general reason to use the Batch Normalization layer (BN) is to speed
up the training and make it more stable by normalizing activation vectors in
DNNs. The normalization is applied to a batch of input data. The input of
a BN layer consists of m activations. The activations are then normalized,
scaled, and offset. This process is expressed in the following equations where
i represents the input index within a batch:

m
1 X
ai
m i=1

(3.19)

m
1 X
(ai − µBN )2
m i=1

(3.20)

µBN =
2
σBN
=

ai − µBN
ainorm = q
2
σBN
+ς

normalization

ã = α · ainorm + β

learnable scale and offset

(3.21)
(3.22)

The parameter ς is present to assure numerical stability for extreme cases.
The parameters for scaling α and offset β are deterministic scalars, which
can be optimized during training.
To propagate through BN, it is first needed to evaluate the mean values
for the batch normalization’s mean and variance from the equations 3.19 and
3.20 since the value ai is a random variable.
m
m
m
1 X
1 X
1 X
ai =
E [ai ] =
µi
E [µBN ] = E
m i=1
m i=1
m i=1

"

#

(3.23)

Before calculating the expected value of the BN variance, it is important to
realize that the BN mean is also a random variable. Therefore the result from
the equation 3.23 is used in the following computation:
h

E

2
σBN

i

m
m
m
1 X
1 X
1 X
(ai − E [µBN ])2 =
σi2 +
(µi − E [µBN ])2
=E
m i=1
m i=1
m i=1
(3.24)

"

#

The concrete derivation of 3.24 is in more detail in the Appendix A.1.
Now all terms in the equation 3.22 are represented as deterministic scalars
but ai . However, its mean is known as one of the inputs to the layer 24
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µi = E[ai ]. Therefore the propagating mean of the BN layer is:
µi − E [µBN ]
E [ā] = µout = q 
·α+β

2
E σBN
+ς

(3.25)

Lastly the variance can be computed. It can be computed from the
equation’s 3.2 not simplified version. The detailed derivation is in the appendix
A.2, below is the resulting formula:
2
σout
= α2 ·

2

σ
 2 i
E σBN + ς

(3.26)

As for now, this derivation of Batch Normalisation is only for one channel
propagating the values according to the equations 3.25 and 3.26. For standard
usage, at least the second dimension is needed. This can be done in a similar
way as for standard BN, where all the dimensions within one layer have their
own BN processes with separate means, variances, and BN parameters α(k) ,
β (k) .

3.1.3

Quantization Layer

This section will take into account two approaches. One method will derive
the propagation of mean and variance for rounding to the closest grid point
without any external noise. This method simulates the deterministic quantization of stochastic inputs. The other section will derive the propagation for
a quantization layer with injected external noise ϵ in a form based on the RQ
layer 2.3.2. This can be viewed as a deterministic and stochastic quantization
procedure in PNNs.

Propagation of Statistical Moments without Noise Injection

Let’s assume an input vector x = {x0 , x1 , . . . , xn−1 } of the quantization layer
without regards to the Probabilistic Learning (PL). The general formula for
the quantization process the output of this layer is
x˜j = ⌊xj ⌉G̃

(3.27)

where x˜j is the quantized value of xi on the discrete grid G̃ containing K
grid points. In PNNs is xj a random variable, and it is represented by its
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statistical moments. Until now, no other assumptions about the propagating
distribution have been made. However, for quantization to be exploited, more
information about the density function of the PD is required in order to
obtain the probability of the discrete grid points. Therefore an assumption is
made about the form of the density function belonging to the propagating
PD. The most logical assumption is that the CLT will occur somewhere in
the network to some extent.
Shayer [SLF17] showed in his paper, that when a linear or convolutional
layer has stochastic independent weights wm,n , then the pre-activations zm =
P
n wm,n · xn are approximately Gaussian. This is caused by a long addition of
random variables, which resolves into an appropriate number of convolutions of
probability distributions. When a large enough number of densities convolves
together, then the resulting distribution will be very close to a Gaussian
distribution, and therefore it can be approximated by it.
Even if the CLT does not take place (or has not taken place yet), a
Gaussian is still a valid approximation since it universally gradually gives
more probability to the closest grid points without any skew. Another valid
option for the distribution assumption would be the Logistic distribution,
which resembles the normal distribution, but its cumulative distribution
function is much easier to compute.
The probability of a scalar random variable x being quantized to each grid
point gi from G̃ with the step size α is then given by:
P (x˜j = gi ) = Fj (gi + α/2)) − Fj (gi − α/2))

(3.28)

The function Fj (·) represents the CDF of the normal distribution N ∼
2 ), parameters µ
2
(µin,j , σin,j
inj and σinj are the inputs of this quantization layer
in related to the random variable xj . The formula for Fj is then computed
as:
x − µin,j
1
+ erf( √
)
2
2 · σin,j
Z z
2
2
erfz = √
e−t dt
π 0

Fj (x) =

(3.29)
(3.30)

From now on, will the notation omit the j index since the focus will be on
the evaluation of a particular input random variable x without regard to its
position in the input structure.
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For extreme cases, when gj is either the highest or lowest grid point, the
appropriate item in the equation is replaced with F (±∞). The process of
quantization is the same as in RQ and can be viewed in the Fig.2.3. After
computing the probability for every grid point, the mean and variance are
calculated by a simple substitution in the equations 3.1 and 3.2:

µx̃ = E [x̃] =

K−1
X
i=0

gi · P (x̃ = gi ) =

K−1
X
i=0

gi · (F (gi + α/2) − F (gi − α/2))
(3.31)

h

i

h

i

σx̃2 = V [x̃] = E (x̃ − E [x̃])2 = E x̃2 − (E [x̃])2 =
=

K−1
X
i=0

gi2

· P (x̃ = gi ) −

µ2x̃

=

K−1
X
i=0

gi2 · (F (gi + α/2)) − F (gi − α/2)) − µ2x̃
(3.32)

The formulas 3.31 and 3.32 can be further analysed to achieve additional
computational simplification. The simplification is based on the fact that two
neighboring grid points share the same CDF value, which is in the current
equations computed redundantly twice. The process is evaluated in detail in
the appendix A.3. The resulting formulas are:
µx̃ = α · (K − 1) + g0 − α ·
σx̃2 = (α(K − 1) + g0 )2 −

K−2
X
i=1

K−2
X
i=1

(3.33)

F α · i + g0 + α/2



α2 + 2α2 i + 2α · g0 F α · i + g0 + α/2 − µ2x̃




(3.34)

The parameter α represents the distance between two neighbouring grid
points, g0 is the offset of the grid G̃, and i is the index of the i-th grid point.
A substitution (α · i + g0 ) = gi can be made in both equations.

Propagation of Statistical Moments with Noise Injection

The whole process of simulating a non-deterministic quantization is analogous
to the deterministic version. The only difference is caused by the injected
noise ϵ, which could alternate the input mean and variance. The output of
this modified quantization is:
x̃ = ⌊x + ϵ⌉G̃
27
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In the case when x is deterministic, the mean and variance considered
for the quantization process are purely dependent on the distribution of the
input noise. When x is a random variable, the distribution of the input x is
set following the idea from the previous part. Due to the addition of random
variables throughout the network, the CLT takes place, and a Gaussian
approximates x. The addition of the noise ϵ now represents only another
convolution resulting in a distribution even closer to a Gaussian. Thus the
only necessary information about the noise ϵ for stochastic input x is its mean
and variance with no regard to the type of its distribution.
When the noise ϵ is virtually added to x, it influences the mean and variance
of the random variable x. The changes follow the properties 3.5 and 3.6. Since
ϵ is added externally, it is completely independent of the input properties.
The new mean and variance are then:
µnoised = µin + µϵ
2
σnoised

=

2
σin

+

σϵ2

(3.36)
(3.37)

The new parameters are used to define the CDF of the assumed propagating
PD. The probabilities of selection of each grid point are calculated, and at
last, the output mean and variance is obtained in the same matter as in the
deterministic quantization method (3.31, 3.32). The only difference between
the two methods is the offset of mean and variance in the CDF evaluation
P (x = gi ).

3.1.4

Average Pooling

Average pooling is de facto an affine layer with all weights set to one and the
bias set to zero. The resulting mean and variance are then normalized by the
number of input values. For example, if average pooling is supposed to be
done over k = 4 random pre-activations {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 } then a small affine
layer is used instead with only one output aout .
k
k
1X
1 X
E [aout ] = E
ai · 1 = ·
E[ai ]
k i=1
k i=1

(3.38)

k
k
1X
1 X
V [aout ] = V
ai · 1 ≈ 2 ·
V[ai ]
k i=1
k i=1

(3.39)

"

#

"

#
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Max Pooling Layer

The max layer is commonly used in various NNs. The problem arises when
the input set of compared values has different means and variances. Even
if a random value has a slightly different mean than another, if they have
high variances, then their sampled values can significantly vary. This can
be viewed in the figure 3.2. Therefore the problem of selecting one highest
value from a set of means and variances is unsolvable without exploiting
some heuristic. There are several possible heuristics applicable to exploiting
different approaches with different computational complexity. Some of maxpooling heuristics were described in [NK08a], [PW18], or in [SHYS20]. In
the following sections, multiple methods will be shown.

Figure 3.2: On the left: Samples from multiple random variables with almost
identical mean values can still varry significantly. On the right:Even when the
mean value of one random variable is unequivocally larger, its sample can be
still smaller since the other random variable has large variation.

Simplification to Basic Pooling

The simplest method ignores the max function and only performs pooling
by subsampling to downsize the input dimensions for output propagation.
This can be achieved by always selecting the same index position as the
maximum value or by selecting a random position for each forward pass. This
approach is not ideal, but for NNs where the main idea of the Max Layer was
to downsize the propagating values, it is still applicable. It can also be used
to quickly substitute other more complicated pooling layers.
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Selecting the Highest Mean

This heuristic is self-explanatory. The variance of a random variable is ignored
altogether, and the forward propagation is based on the vanilla MaxPool
method for full precision deterministic inputs. In the case of a large pooling,
this method can be modified by selecting the top m highest means and then
selecting one of them randomly [SHYS20]. When a mean of an input random
variable is selected for propagation, the variance of the same variable will be
propagated.

Substitution for Average Pooling

This option is rather a different architecture choice than a method of max
pooling. The more problematic max-pooling layer is substituted with average
pooling from the section 3.1.4. It proposes a more sophisticated method of
ignoring the max function while keeping the pooling. In backpropagation,
all the involved inputs of the max layer will be updated, which distinguishes
this method from the rest. An example of such changing the architecture can
be the toy LeNet5 architecture which is commonly implemented both with
average and max-pooling layers.

Sampling in Evaluation of Max Layer

Another solution is to assume a normal distribution for the input values
and sample from them. The maximum is selected from the sampled values.
Then the properties of the selected distribution are passed forward either
unchanged or with the variance set to zero. The latter option is based on the
fact that the sampled value is fixed for future computations and thus has no
variance.
This method is relatively straightforward without any significant complications. Peters & Welling also introduced in their work [PW18] another
MaxPool approximation method based on sampling from a general distribution. However, Peters & Welling also concluded that the simple argmax
propagation from the sampled values is more efficient and has satisfactory
results. The elementary sampling process is shown in the figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: The sample&argmax process of selecting a PD which will be propagated through one max layer patch with the kernel size 2×2. First all distributions
are assumed Gaussian and scalar values are sampled from them. After selecting
the maximal sampled value, its parent distribution sharing the same index in
the MaxPool kernel is propagated.

Repeated Approximate Maximum of Two Random Variables

Nadarajah & Kotz introduced in their paper [NK08b] a process of gaining the
variance and mean of the max operation over two random variables which are
2 + σ 2 + 2Cov(X, Y )) 12
both normally distributed. With the notation s = (σX
Y
and a = (µX − µY )/s, the formulas for mean and variance are:

2
σout

=

2
(σX

+

µout = µX · ψ(a) + µY · ψ(−a) + s · ϕ(a)

µ2X )

· ψ(a) +

(σY2

+

µ2Y )

(3.40)

· ψ(−a) + (µY · µX ) · ϕ(a) · s − µ2out
(3.41)

Since this works neglects minor dependencies caused by the linear and convolutional layer, the input random variables to the MaxPool layer are all
assumed independent and therefore the covariance term in the formula for s
is always zero.
The max evaluation for 2 values can be then arbitrarily chained. For
example for MaxPool2d with kernel (2×2) and stride 2, every other column
computes the max with its neighbouring column to the right, then every other
row computes the max with its downwards neighbouring row. This process is
also shown in the figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Elementary case of the process of the chained max function of two
variables.
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Convolution Layer

The convolutional layer is the cornerstone of CNNs. It contains multiple
kernels with learnable parameters for each dimension it operates on. These
kernels perform the convolution operation (y = w ⋆ x) on the input data,
predominantly multidimensional large matrices. The convolutional function
sums over multiplications of items that share the same index in the kernel
and in the actual window scope over the input matrix. For one dimensional
convolution with weights/kernel of length m, the formula for the output with
index i is:
(w ⋆ x)(i) =

m
X

j=1

(3.42)

wj · x(i+j)

This makes the propagation of mean and variance somewhat similar to
the linear layer, with the difference that the weights are shared over many
connections as the kernel moves around the input matrix. The dependence
on shared weights can be viewed in the figure 3.1. The actual propagated
parameters for a general N-dimensional convolution take shape:

µout = E [y] = E [w] ⋆ E [x]
2
σout

2

(3.43)
2

= V [y] = V [w] ⋆ V [x] + V [w] ⋆ E [x] + E [w] ⋆ V [x]

(3.44)

Both of the derived formulas are, in general, identical to the formulas
for the linear layer (section 3.1.1). As it was previously foreshadowed, the
only difference is the special indexation of the summed terms defined by the
convolution function, which depends also on other parameters like stride or
padding.

Independence of Units after the Linear and Conv Layers

The linear layer introduces only minor dependencies between the NN’s units
since the activations were predominantly dependent on the layer’s weights,
and therefore the dependence can be effectively ignored with impunity. A
convolution layer and its shared weights introduce stronger dependencies
because the kernel works with a small number of weights, which are shared
across a large amount of input data. Moreover, this dependency weakens as
the convolution layer is used repeatedly in the network. In the properties 3.8
and 3.9 is assumed absolute independence between the two multiplication
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participants. Since these two properties are essential for all derivations for the
propagation of the statistical moments in PNN, not fulfilling the independence
requirement introduces some inaccuracy to the network. A possible solution
is proposed in a white paper by Roth [RSFP19], and Kingma [KSW15].
However, their method exploits sampling, which this work tries to limit as
much as possible.
It is not in the scope and aim of this work to further tackle this issue. The
PNN approach is primarily used to speed-up the initial training, so it can
be later substituted with a more accurate sampling-based method like the
relaxed quantization 2.3.2. The issue of higher variance introduced by the
dependencies is thus irrelevant for further steps in this work. Therefore the
notable influence of the convolutional layer on the NN’s unit independence is
neglected.

3.1.7

LogSoftmax Function

The LogSoftmax is the more numerically stable version of ’log of Softmax’.
The Softmax function is used as the activation function in the last layer of
NNs, which require their outputs to be represented as probabilities. This
form of results is especially useful for classification tasks with N possible class
outputs. The LogSoftmax normalizes the output of a NN, so the resulting
probabilities lie on a logarithmic scale instead of the softmax’s interval ⟨0, 1⟩.
The formula for LogSoftmax with n output scalars is:
exp(xi )
LogSoftmax(xi ) = log Pn
j exp(xj )

!

(3.45)

When trying to derive the mean and variance propagation through this
layer, an issue arises. Since the fraction’s numerator and denominator are
dependent. Therefore no properties from the section 3.1 can be applied.
Since this layer is present only once in the whole network, a computationally
inefficient and otherwise avoided approach of gaining the mean value through
sampling is applied.
2 . The
Let’s assume the fully propagated PD’s mean µin and variance σin
sampled values si will be assumed to be from a normal distribution N ∼
2 ). Each of sampled values can be decomposed following the idea of
(µin , σin
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the reparametrization trick [KSW15]:
2
si = µin,i + σin,i
·ξ

ξ ∼ N (0, 1)

(3.46)

When the reparametrization trick is used, the gradient flow of the SGD
process is clear. The samples for each output are drawn T times (i.e. T = 10).
The number T is selected, so the estimation represents the probabilistic
moments well, but the number of samples is not excessive. The mean value
then can be computed as the arithmetic mean:

"

µout,i

exi
= E log Pn xj
j e

!#

T
1X
esi (t)
≈
log P s (t)
j
T t=1
je



!!

≈


T
T
n


X
1X
1X
≈
log esi (t) −
log 
esj (t)  ≈
T t=1
T t=1
j=1









n
n
T
T
T
X
X
1X
1X
1X
esj=1 (t)  ≈ µin,i −
esj=1 (t) 
≈
si (t) −
log 
log 
T t=1
T t=1
T
t=1
j=1
j=1

(3.47)

The variance of the LogSoftmax layer in most cases does not need to be
calculated since LogSofMax is usualy only exploited in the last layer of a PNN
and the loss function does not generally take variance into account. However,
for completeness of the method, variance is still derived. The intermediate
calculations cannot be simplified and hence it needs to be calculated by brute
force from the variance property 3.2:


2
σout,i

e xi
= E  log Pn xj
j e

!2 

!

exi
Pn x
j
j e

!#

T
1X
esi (t)
≈
log Pn s (t)
j
T t
j e

!2



2

− µout,i

≈

T
1X

T

t

"

 = E log2



si (t) − log 

n
X
j

− µ2out,i ≈
− µ2out,i ≈

esj (t)  − µ2out,i
(3.48)
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Cross Entropy Loss

The cross entropy loss is commonly exploited in classification tasks. The
formula for this layer is:
LCE = −

n
X

ti log(pi )

(3.49)

i=1

The parameter n is corresponds to the number of output classes, t = [t1 , . . . , tn ]
is the one-hot encoded ground truth of the classification task and pi is the
softmax probability of the class i. The formula considers as inputs only the
input mean values, therefore it is unnecessary to compute the variance of the
LogSoftMax function. The propagated value of the CE loss is the identity of
minus log probability of the ground true class.

3.1.8

ReLu and Leaky ReLu

These activation functions are unchanged in PNNs in comparison to their
standard functionality. For the most part, they have no influence on the
propagating PD. When the mean value is smaller than zero, the mean value
will be clipped to zero for ReLu or significantly scaled for leaky Relu. Luther
showed in his paper [LS19] that after a specific weight initialization, variation
in deep MLP networks with ReLu activations decays. Therefore variance
will be approximated ’by the worst case’ - it will not be affected when the
clipping or scaling takes place.
A more precise approach was shown by Schekhovtsov & Flach in [SF19],
where the propagated mean and variance is derived from a formula for
propagation of mean and variance for maximum of two random variables
Z = max(X, Y ), this formula is described in detail in the section 3.1.5. Then
for ReLu applies Y = max(0, X), for LeakyReLu applies Y = max(αX, X)
and the propagated parameters can be evaluated.
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Combining the Elementary Layers

The above-derived layers can be freely combined into various DNNs. All the
elementary layers are capable to propagate a PD by updating its statistical
moments instead of the propagation of point estimates used in standard NNs.
In some cases, a more complicated layer can be constructed based on the
elementary ones. An example is multidimensional Batch Normalisation or a
Convolution layer, which can be built from the elementary layers.
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4

Implementation and Experiments

4.1

Implementation

The two chapters 2 and 3 theoretically described multiple approaches to
quantization. The aim of the implementation section is to introduce the
general idea of how to structure the code framework, so it supports multiple
methods of quantization for a singular network architecture setup. The transfer between all the methods within the framework should be achieved only
by changing the network’s settings via an input to the network. Such implementation requires a complex set of classes based on the original PyTorch
framework. When a smooth substitution between the training methods,
pre-training for some more complex tasks can be easily exploited.

E-Blocks

Since the main building structure of QNNs is the same as for SNN, most
attributes of the original class nn.Module are shared. However, some
propagation methods and other attributes need to be modified or entirely
replaced. Therefore all NN structure classes inherit from a new Module class:
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class EModule(nn.Module):
def super_forward(self, *args) -> Tensor:
return super(type(self), self).forward(*args)

Later in the implementation, each artificial layer will inherit this as their
parent class. This will later on serve as a sign of a layer that requires
additional inputs specifying the quantization approach. The same change is
also done for the other NN structure block nn.Sequential:

class ESequential(EModule, nn.Sequential):
def forward(self, x, method: Method, **kwargs):
return method.forward_Sequential(self, x, **kwargs)

Q-Layers, E-Layers

The Q-Layer class is exploited for layers, in which weights are quantized before
application within the layer. This is the case for the linear and convolutional
layers, which all share the same formula for propagation from the section
3.1.1. The only difference between such layers is the process of selecting the
inputs and weights for the equations from 3.1.1. Therefore QAnyLinear
layer is set up, which solves the propagation of the weighted sum function
and quantizes the input weight. The class QAnyLinear is then inherited as
a parent class by the before mentioned layers.
Functions that evaluate the quantization methods are then united within
the QReLu class. QReLu at first scales and offset its input (weight or
activation) which is then squashed within the range of the quantization grid
G. Then is carried out, the selected quantization function and the result is
scaled and offset again, resulting in a value from the grid G̃. The same is then
done for the activation value of the given layer. This process is graphically
described in the figure 4.1.
During the testing of a QNN, the complex quantization process of weights
and activations can be replaced by a computationally more advantageous
process depicted in the figure 4.2.
An addition to the Q-classes is the E-Layer class which is not affected
by quantization in propagation, however, its forward passes needs to be
restructured for the probabilistic learning.
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<latexit sha1_base64="MDvlg5Yxr/p3EivPdYWGPNV/clA=">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</latexit>

ı

<latexit sha1_base64="PSWR+sWomgV+udDUfMSmYNzzeAo=">AAADe3icjZJdaxNBFIaniR91/WiqF154E0yFIjHsBqveCIUSEFSI1DSFbgizk5NkyHyxc7Y2DPtrvNUf5I8RnE22tZuCOCzMyzPnfWf37EmM4BbD8NdWrX7r9p272/eC+w8ePtpp7D4+sTpLGQyYFjo9TagFwRUMkKOAU5MClYmAYbI4Ks6H55BartVXXBoYSTpTfMoZRY/Gjad7w2bMVTN2YTueaLTNj6+iON8bN1phJ1yt5k0RlaJFytUf79Y+eT/LJChkglrrmDRIxSIPYguoMzT+oTM4+tznPIgzC4ayhQdn9LWhBtJ2U1A1sczrtqTpjKv3EZMjNwMtAdNlHlx3OSqtpDhv+90uZVLsOJd5paYoMCgvqtazDKfvRo4r/0agWL4ZO9UKbZX6L7BeQxG08jmEi/EEprbjRUG9jnsuLm5MEtfL8zXqX6H+JTpeI0aFO75ivb+w8K56ZjEFZHMXdQ7y4EWVdEsiQM1wvjZzNfHNz11ocKNXoDLJEeT6XxRj5ZT2x+VFlyE00ecw4dYIurQLbsqo6yUJCP3t3yWVlLlO8X+iNuoCP3/R5rTdFCfdTvSmE37ptg73y0ncJs/Ic7JPIvKWHJIPpE8GhJGcfCc/yM/a73qr/rLeXpfWtkrPE1JZ9YM/rLknoA==</latexit>

≥ N ( 12 , 14 )
<latexit sha1_base64="uyWAuTd1ZQgEpoIL+1Pj6fJMGnU=">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</latexit>

Init: ÷ – He; b̃ = b/s; “ = 12 , — = 12
<latexit sha1_base64="pQQbCgIQzGtGm/mq5xuawC245Qo=">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</latexit>

s, b – match the Squash range
<latexit sha1_base64="t6CZIlYZMgflpdkZON4y2OoUYak=">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</latexit>

Real convolution

ı

<latexit sha1_base64="ro33j45v05fG/rhy81JlChBRDME=">AAADh3icjZLLbtNAFIanMZfW3FJYsrFIkSoRBTuC0g1SoYrEBggqaSvVUTSenDijzMXynJRGI295GrbwLrwN48QtdSohRpbm1zfn/8c+PkkmuMEw/L3R8G7dvnN3c8u/d//Bw0fN7cfHRs9zBgOmhc5PE2pAcAUD5CjgNMuBykTASTI7LM9PziE3XKuvuMhgKGmq+IQzig6NmsGOjXMZvP9UBDFyCSaIUyolDV4EcQJId0bNVtgJlyu4KaJKtEi1+qPtxud4rNlcgkImqDGWyQypmBV+bAD1HDP30BQOP/Y59+O5gYyymQNn9FVGM8jbgaBqbJjTbUnzlKu3EZNDm4KWgPmi8K+7LJVGUpy23W4WMil3nMp2IotaWVmTobyou8/mONkfWq7cS4FixXryRCs0deo+wjgNZdDSZxEuRmOYmI4TJXU67tm4vDFJbK8oVqh/hfqX6GiFGBX26Ir1/sLSu2ybwRyQTW3UeV34z+ukWxEBKsXpyszV2PW/sGGGa+0CNZccQa5+RzliVml3XF10GUITfQ5jbjJBF2bGsyrqekkCQn/7d0ktZapz/J+otTrfjWC0PnA3xXG3E+11wi/d1sFuNYyb5Cl5RnZJRN6QA/KB9MmAMPKd/CA/yS9vy3vp7Xn7q9LGRuV5QmrLe/cHxRYrtg==</latexit>

QReLU

Learned: ÷, b̃, —, “
<latexit sha1_base64="MDvlg5Yxr/p3EivPdYWGPNV/clA=">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</latexit>

BN ◊ “ + —

œ {0, . . . K ≠ 1}
<latexit sha1_base64="wVedEonxmEfhn+hSmYmpweosDLA=">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</latexit>

◊(K ≠ 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="3xaBn1yZIsYdCt9a24smDJRpqYM=">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</latexit>

Squash(0, K ≠ 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="SLKOKDjziCyO8nWmQtRpyqKID1A=">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</latexit>

Quant
1/(K ≠ 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="V1EZQ8xsxYXLPFQnfHhowUMJIl8=">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</latexit>

Figure 4.1: Diagram of the implementation of a Q-Layer, in this case the QConv
layer. It also shows the process of quantization of activations.

x
<latexit sha1_base64="5vvFZoJTFLcKnJOl1QxHsd6kIqE=">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</latexit>

W
<latexit sha1_base64="MsUrugDbDsiVYmo17OKGABj5x7A=">AAADZXicjZJdaxNBFIaniR91tdqqeOOFxVToRQi7wa8boVACXihEYppCE8Ls5GR3yHyxc7Y2DPsTvNXf5i/wbzibbGs3BXFYmJdnzvvO7tkTG8EthuGvrUbz1u07d7fvBfcf7Dx8tLv3+MTqPGMwZFro7DSmFgRXMESOAk5NBlTGAkbx4rg8H51DZrlWX3FpYCJpovicM4oeDQ5GB9PdVtgJV2v/pogq0SLV6k/3Gp/GM81yCQqZoNY6Jg1SsSiCsQXUORr/0ASOP/c5D8a5BUPZwoMz+tpQA1l7X1A1s8zrtqRZwtWHiMmJS0BLwGxZBNddjkorKaZtv9uljMsdU1nUasoCg/Kibj3Lcf5+4rjybwSKFZuxc63Q1qn/Aus1lEErn0O4mM5gbjtelNTrcc+Nyxvj2PWKYo36V6h/iQZrxKhwgyvW+wtL76pnFjNAlrqo86YIXtVJtyICVILp2szVzDe/cKHBjV6ByiVHkOt/UQ6QU9ofVxddhtBYn8OMWyPo0i64qaKul8Qg9Ld/l9RSUp3h/0Rt1AV+/qLNabspTrqd6G0n/NJtHR1Wk7hNnpOX5JBE5B05Ih9JnwwJIwn5Tn6Qn43fzZ3m0+azdWljq/I8IbXVfPEHpHsgSQ==</latexit>

Quantized {0, . . . K ≠ 1}
<latexit sha1_base64="UQ1r7Tj06hrHL3DQaDTErtZQsNk=">AAADf3icjZLLattAFIbHUS+peonTLrMxdUqzcI1kel0UAsFQaAsOqZNAZMxodGwPnovQHKVxBy36NN22j9O36chW0siB0kEwP9+c/x/p6MSp4AaD4Hdjw7t1+87dzXv+/QcPH201tx8fG51nDIZMC52dxtSA4AqGyFHAaZoBlbGAk3h+UJ6fnENmuFZfcJHCSNKp4hPOKDo0bu4c5lQh/wZJazeyQSdKNJrWxxdhVOyOm+2gGyxX66YIK9Em1RqMtzc+OT/LJShkghpjmUyRinnhRwZQ55i6h07h4POAcz/KDaSUzR04oy9TmkLWaQmqEsOc7kiaTbl6HzI5slPQEjBbFP51l6XSSIqzjtvNQsbljjNZ1GrKghTlRd16luPk7chy5d4IFCvWYydaoalT9wXGaSiDlj6LcDFOYGK6TpTU6ahvo/LGOLb9olihwRUaXKKjFWJU2KMr1v8LS++yZwYzQDazYfdV4T+rk15FBKgpzlZmrhLX/MIGKa71ClQuOYJc/YtytKzS7ri66DKExvocEm5SQRdmztMq6npJDEJ//XdJLWWmM/yfqLU6381fuD5tN8Vxrxu+7gaHvfb+XjWJm2SHPCV7JCRvyD75QAZkSBj5Tn6Qn+SX1/Cee10vWJVuNCrPE1Jb3rs/cVko1A==</latexit>

s1
<latexit sha1_base64="oIyAZoQU3jjQYEPRPPgeEf58p3A=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="MDvlg5Yxr/p3EivPdYWGPNV/clA=">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</latexit>

Integer convolution

ı

<latexit sha1_base64="MDvlg5Yxr/p3EivPdYWGPNV/clA=">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</latexit>

ı

◊
<latexit sha1_base64="ao3QSCLp3tHV6ZBWzNSIAijykxQ=">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</latexit>

s2

◊

<latexit sha1_base64="40MaI9HAiVDPgqBg1gOEpGNt8SQ=">AAADZ3icjZLbattAEIY3Vg+pekjSQin0Jq1TyIURkunpphAIhl604JI6CcTGrNZja/Ge0I7SmEXP0Nv20foIfYuubCWNHChdBPvz7fz/SqNJjeAW4/jXRiu4dfvO3c174f0HDx9tbe88Pra6yBkMmBY6P02pBcEVDJCjgFOTA5WpgJN0flidn5xDbrlWX3FhYCTpTPEpZxQ9GuzZcXdvvN2Oo3i5dm+KpBZtUq/+eKf1aTjRrJCgkAlqrWPSIBXzMhxaQF2g8Q+dweHnPufhsLBgKJt7cEZfG2og7+wKqiaWed2RNJ9x9SFhcuRmoCVgvijD6y5HpZUUs47f7UKm1Y6ZLBs1VYFBedG0nhU4fT9yXPk3AsXK9dipVmib1H+B9RqqoKXPIVyMJzC1kRcV9XrYc8PqxjR1vbJcof4V6l+ioxViVLijK9b7CyvvsmcWc0CWuSR6U4avmqRbEwFqhtnKzNXEN790scG1XoEqJEeQq39RjZBT2h/XF12G0FSfw4RbI+jCzrmpo66XpCD0t3+XNFIyneP/RK3VhX7+kvVpuymOu1HyNoq/dNsH+/UkbpLn5CXZJwl5Rw7IR9InA8IIJ9/JD/Kz9TvYCp4Gz1alrY3a84Q0VvDiD/nuIQo=</latexit>

ı 1 Conv with constant kernel

<latexit sha1_base64="ao3QSCLp3tHV6ZBWzNSIAijykxQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="8l6SW3PB9Bshp4ZaW+Lqj9Xer9A=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="MDvlg5Yxr/p3EivPdYWGPNV/clA=">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</latexit>

b2
<latexit sha1_base64="FgcScpenTnXtnIeTLpIgwOUlfSI=">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</latexit>

s1, s2, b2 – channel-wise

ı1
<latexit sha1_base64="8l6SW3PB9Bshp4ZaW+Lqj9Xer9A=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="MDvlg5Yxr/p3EivPdYWGPNV/clA=">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</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="8K31ROSRP+lcC+aopbYHcOy9eBQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pfYbv8MCBbAUo7tnmcG4qf24wo0=">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</latexit>

Quant

Figure 4.2: Diagram depicting the implementation of a QConv layer during test
time. The quantization of weights and activations is not exploited, however the
scaling and offset initially introduced for quantization still need to take place.

All the artificial layer classes inherit from either the EModule or the
ESequantial classe, and from their standard full precision counterparts.
For the deterministic, sampling-based, and full precision methods are the
layers, which do not exploit quantization, unchanged in their forward pass,
and therefore they can exploit the original PyTorch implementation, for
example:

class EMaxPool2d(EModule, nn.MaxPool2d):
def forward(self, x, method: Method, **kwargs):
39
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return method.forward_MaxPool2d(self, x, **kwargs)

When the forward propagation of a layer is not identical to the original
PyTorch implementation, the new forward function is set after calling the
selected quantization method class. A particular case of this redefinition is
the quantization layer, which is by default initialized as the STE method.
Therefore all other methods, including the full precision one, must re-define
it.

Quantization Parameters - class dotdict(dot)

Detailed information about the quantization process, such as the quantization
method, the number of available bits, or the noise distribution, is stored in
one dot.notation dictionary. During a NN’s initialization, this dictionary
is shared to layers requiring quantization, i.e., Linear, Convolution layers.
The layers make a deep copy so that they can train some of the dictionary’s
components, such as the noise distribution parameters.
The dictionary can also hold other general information about the training
process and conduct. Some other information it can hold is the number of
epochs that need to be completed before switching from the probabilistic
pre-training to the sampling-based methods. Therefore a NN network based
on this implementation can be set entirely for various training exploiting
multiple approaches only by a short setting of the dictionary.

Method

All methods will share a parent class Method, which manages the propagation
process between layers. It contains definitions propagation through elementary
layers, including the quantization layer, which will then later on be changed
depending on the specific quantization approach.
Every quantization-aware training method will then inherit this class and
re-define propagation functions for layers, that are affected by the approach.
A simple example is the MethodReal class, which keeps all original layer
definitions and only evades the quantization layer:
40
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4.1. Implementation

class MethodReal(Method):
def forward_quant(self, quant: Quant, x: Tensor):
""" no quantization"""
return x

4.1.1

Deterministic Quantization Method

This implementation is based on the theory from the section on STE 2.2.
The method assumes the gird G with grid points gi ∈ [0, 1, . . . 2b − 1], where
b is the number of available bits. The input x is then rounded to the closest
integer, and the resulting integer value is then clamped in regard to the first
and the last grid point value. For the forward propagation is exploited a
notation trick that ensures uninterrupted gradient flow:

x = x_quant + (x - x.detach())

4.1.2

Relaxed Quantization Method

This implementation is based on the theory and formulas from the section
on relaxed quantization 2.3.2. In theory, were multiple different approaches
introduced within the RQ method. The CDF evaluation over extreme grid
points in the section 2.3.2 will exploit the version without truncation, and
Quantization on a Local Grid from the section 2.3.2 is not implemented.
Then the output value is evaluated in 4 steps, where σ 2 is the noise variation,
ϵ = 1e − 10 is a non-negative small constant to keep numerical stability:

...
.

1. interval points evaluation: thresholds = [G − 0.5, gK−1 + 0.5]
2. CDF evaluation: p = Sigmoid((thresholds − x)/σ)
3. concrete distribution: y = F.gumbel_softmax(log(p))
4. ouput expectation evaluation: out =

41

PK−1
i=0

yi · gi
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4.1.3

............................

Probabilistic Learning Method

This approach required a re-definition of the forward propagation for all
elementary layers. The derivations of each re-definitions were introduced one
by one in the section 3.1.
All the forward passes de facto only execute the derived formulas. For the
MaxPool layer was selected the process of repeated maximums of two random
variables. Its implementation follows the algorithm shown in the figure 3.4.
For a more robust, but slower evaluation of the quantization layer, the
basic formulas 3.31, 3.32 can be exploited. Other option is to implement the
faster method with formulas 3.33 and 3.34, which can be simplified since the
grid is scaled and offset after the quantization. Thus α = 1 and g0 = 0. The
assumed normal distribution is symmetrical around its mean and thus the
final equations for the layer are A.22 and A.32:

µx̃ =

K−1
X

σx̃2 = (K − 1)2 −

F − i − 0.5

i=1
K−1
X
i=1

(4.1)



1 + 2i F i + 0.5 − µ2x̃




(4.2)

Random Variable

While working with PNN, the network needs to process and forward two
parameters, the mean and variance of the propagating distribution. This
requires the implementation of a new class, which will inherit the attributes
of the original torch.Tensor class. This class is called RandomVar and
contains two Tensors with the same shape as in SNN. One of the tensors is
for the propagating mean, the other for the variance. The RandomVar class
also has additional attributes supporting several mathematical operations
over random variables. These attributes are based on the formulas from the
section 3.1. The RandomVar class also supports sampling from the Normal
distribution with regard to its current mean and variance.
42
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4.1.4

4.1. Implementation

Other Quantization Methods

Multiple other methods can be implemented based on the theory from this
work. However, in the majority, they are only a mix of the three already
introduced method classes. Their implementation is therefore based only on
minor changes in the forwarding functions for each layer. For example, the
stochastic rounding method only changes the quantization forward function
by implementing a different noise and exploits the notation trick from STE
to achieve uninterrupted gradient flow.

4.1.5

Pre-Training

One of the goals of the thesis was to implement selected quantization layers
in a universal framework so that different networks could be exploited during
the training of one model network. Since all non-probabilistic methods do
not significantly change the network’s structure and at most introduce some
extra parameters for learning, the only step required is to change the forward
function for the layer affected by the change.
The transfer from a probabilistic to a non-probabilistic method is needed
to evaluate the point estimates of all weights. One option is to sample
each parameter’s distribution n-times and set the mean value as the initial
weight for the standard NN. The other, much faster option is to simply set
all weights as the corresponding distribution’s mean. For transfer from a
non-probabilistic to a probabilistic method, weight distribution means are
set as the previous weight values, and the variance is set to any meaningful
value, i.e., 0 or 1/3.
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Statement of Contribution

Two different implementations were written with the structure explained in
this section to test the introduced methods in the theoretical part of the
theses. Both implementations were then exploited for experiments.
In the first implementation, only a rough code structure was provided, and
I implemented all the methods, training procedures, and support functions
myself. An exception to this was the QReLu function (depicted in 4.2) which
was implemented by the thesis supervisor Mgr. Oleksandr Shekovtsov, PhD.
In the second implementation were, all methods apart from the MethoPP
class implemented by Dr. Oleksandr Shekovtsov. Therefore any inaccuracies
in the code would not affect the results of the more complex experiments.
The theoretical structure behind the implemented methods was following the
equations, which were described in the chapter 2.3.2. My contribution to the
second implementation was independent derivation and implementation of
the probabilistic learning method within the MethoPP class. The class was
then added to the more precise framework for experimenting.
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Experiments

The outlined implementation structure from the previous section was adopted
twice. The first implementation focused on the sampling-based and STE
methods of quantization. The second implementation was more thorough,
introduced more learnable parameters, improved the training/validation
evaluation, and primarily introduced the extension for probabilistic learning.

5.1

First Implementation

The structure of the code in the first implementation was naive, it did not
initialize all the feasible parameters, and the overall initialization of the
network structure was not optimal. Nevertheless, the goal target structure
for training a network with STE, RQ, SR was achieved. With the naive
implementation was build a toy LeNet-5 network that trained on the MNIST
dataset. Multiple tests were run on this model with the focus on the general
performance with united settings for all methods, including the full precision.
The training with quantization was set to quantize both activations and
weights with the same precision.
During the training of the networks was tested how computationally/time
expensive are they to run. The results are shown in the table 5.1. In
comparison to the values in the table, the original full precision architecture
took, on average, 18.5 seconds per epoch. The data from the table shows
that the additional computations and sampling in RQ resulted in a significant
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slow down of the training. Even at the 1-bit precision, evaluating a single
epoch takes double the time. The results also show that stochastic rounding
is, in this matter, close to the fast STE method as expected.

bit precision

1
2
4
6
8

average epoch time [seconds]
STE

SR

RQ

20.93
20.81
20.48
20.76
20.73

22.35
22.37
22.31
22.41
22.42

42.25
43.59
115.13
265.2
420.36

Table 5.1: Time taken to complete one learning epoch on LeNet5 exploiting the
STE, SR, or RQ method for quantization with different precision. The listed
values are the average time scores over 40 epochs carried out on a personal PC
with limited computational resources.

naive
imp.
accuracy [%]

RQ
1 bit
96.02

STE
1 bit
98.43

SR
1 bit
98.52

RQ
2 bit
97.92

STE
2 bit
99.12

SR
2 bit
99.19

Real
99.40

Table 5.2: Validation accuracy after 60 epochs of training the LeNet5 network
on the MNIST dataset with multiple quantization and full precision methods in
the naive environment implementation.

The validation accuracy results with the naive method setup after 60
epochs are shown in the table 5.2. The experiment settings are listed in the
appendix B.1. STE and SR both reached the validation accuracy of over 99 %
with 2-bit quantization. Gupta’s stochastic rounding even achieved accuracy
comparable with the original full precision network. With the same precision,
RQ achieved an accuracy of 97.88 %. RQ also trained significantly slower
than the STE and SR. The results are shown in the figure 5.1. Since the SR
method is implemented as STE with uniform noise, the training progress is
fairly similar. While the results for STE and SR are satisfactory, the training
for RQ implementation was not successful.

The outcome of this set of experiments was that the naive quantization
framework was capable of successfully training a simple NN with non-binary
weights and activation. The RQ method proved to be computationally more
expensive, and the accuracy results from its elementary form underperformed
the SR and STE methods. Since the RQ’s performance on 2 bits precision was underwhelming in comparison with the experiments conducted by
Louizos [LRB+ 18], it was concluded that a better structured and initialized
implementation is needed for RQ to work correctly.
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Figure 5.1: The validation accuracy results of training LeNet5 NN with 1 and 2
bit precision quantization of weights and activations. Naive implementation.

5.2

Second Implementation

The second implementation achieved a better structure, initialization of
parameters was improved, and some quantization-related functions were
updated. The training loop was upgraded, so it supported more training
settings, and additional optimization methods were added. Most notably was
added the class MethodPP for the probabilistic propagation.
At first, was tested the performance of the non-probabilistic learning
methods so a comparison between the two implementations could be made.
Therefore the experiment setting still follows appendix B.1. The resulting
accuracy for 1 and 2-bit precision is in the table 5.3. In general, the methods
training with the second implementation achieved better accuracy results.
The stochastic rounding method proved to be fast in training and its accuracy,
even at 1-bit precision, was over 99 %. In addition to the first implementation
was also trained a NN with probabilistic learning. As was expected from the
theoretical analyses, it learned fast, but it could not reach the best accuracy.
2nd
imp.

RQ
1 bit

STE
1 bit

SR
1 bit

PNN
1 bit

RQ
2 bit

STE
2 bit

SR
2 bit

PNN
2 bit

acc. [%]

98.96

99.10

99.23

98.85

99.19

99.25

99.29

99.23

Table 5.3: Validation accuracy after 60 epochs of training the LeNet5 network
on the MNIST dataset in the secondary implementation framework for 1 and 2
bit precision.
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The next goal was to pre-train a NN with the probabilistic learning, for
which it was expected that the initial optimization would be faster. The
experiment was set so that SR or STE substituted the probabilistic learning
method after 60 epochs.
The original STE and the pre-trained STE training were run in parallel, so
the expected faster training for PNN could be observed. For any optimizaL1
tion speed difference to be noticeable, the more complicated Fashion-MNIST
100
dataset was trained. During the pre-training period, the NNs with probabilistic learning quickly reached accuracy of over 90 %. After the switch to the
STE method, the evaluated training loss immediately rises approximately
−1
to 10
the values observed for the pure STE training after the same amount of
optimization epochs. This can be seen in the figure 5.3. In the figure 5.2
is plotted the accuracy during training. After the switch from probabilistic
10−2
learning,
the accuracy for single sampling validation dropped even below
lr=0.0001 MD
the current accuracy obtained by the pure STE:ST
method.
Such behavior was
:ST lr=0.0001 MD pp=60
unexpected and remained even during further experiments
on the FMNIST
:ST lr=0.0001 MD pp=60(MP=sample)
dataset
10−3 with various training settings.
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Figure 5.2: Training accuracy evaluation of basic STE and pre-trained STE
:ST lr=0.0001 MD for the FMNIST
quantization methods with Mirror Descent policy optimalization
:ST lr=0.0001 MD pp=60
dataset.
−1

6 × 10

:ST lr=0.0001 MD pp=60(MP=sample)

4 × 10−1

At last, was experimented with the CIFAR-10 dataset with the allCNN
architecture described in the appendix B.2. In this case, the pre-trained STE
method
did initially train faster. After the switch, its train accuracy dropped
2 × 10−1
(figure 5.5), and the loss evaluation rose above the results of network training
without pre-training.
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Figure 5.3: Training loss
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Figure 5.4: Validation accuracy evaluation of basic STE and pre-trained STE
quantization methods with Mirror Descent policy optimalization for the FMNIST
4 × 10−1
dataset.
3 × 10−1

Such results were not expected based on the theoretical work in the chapter
3. The validation results show that the pre-training does not reach better
accuracy or loss even during the initial phase, when its training accuracy is
higher 0(figures
5.4).
validation
accuracy
for140the
10 20 5.6,
30 40
50 The
60 70
80 90 100
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150probabilistic
160 170 180 190learning
200
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method was estimated with deterministic
quantization, which showed better
results when multiple samples were averaged to :ST
gain
the deterministic
weight
lr=0.0001
MD
representation.
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From the loss evaluation in figures, 5.3 is clear that the STE and probabilistic learning methods have different training targets. Therefore their
4 × 10−1
loss evaluation is significantly different, whereas the accuracy results are not
distant. After the switch from pre-training, the training target also changes.
3 × 10−1
The
current network structure cannot adapt to the change of targets and
merely restarts the optimization from a worse position.
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6

Discussion

Low resource neural networks have received significant interest in the last few
years. In the past, most approaches focused on the post-training quantization
and the pruning of redundant connections in DNNs. Such methods lead to
significant improvements. However, the power-hungry CNN networks require
further computational and memory savings to run on power-constrained
devices. Therefore the first methods started to focus on quantization aware
training, which would be able to solve the problem of backpropagation through
the discontinuous discretization function. These methods could be roughly
divided into gradient approximations with STE, sampling-based quantization,
and probabilistic training.
This work theoretically covered quantization with probabilistic learning,
stochastic rounding, and the STE gradient estimation method. All the methods were implemented and tested in experiments. The stochastic rounding and
the relaxed quantization introduced sampling-based propagation. Relaxed
quantization and probabilistic learning enabled fully continuous gradient flow
without reparametrization tricks. Unlike the stochastic quantization methods,
probabilistic learning does not require any sampling outside the cross-entropy
loss function, making it faster to evaluate and applicable on hardware without
support for sampling. This approach to quantization is related to the approach for full precision training, and analytic dropout in [SF19] or for training
networks with quantized weights and binary distributions in [RSFP19].
Other approaches for probabilistic learning of QNNs ([MBK20], [GSS21],
[JSS21]) exploit Bayesian learning chain model which also achieving good
results. All the probabilistic learning approaches contain a certain level of
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approximation, however, unlike SR or STE, they do not build upon any
heuristics, and their results are therefore better theoretically justifiable. The
significant advantage of probabilistic propagation is that it can train with
the speed of a real-valued network. It does not suffer from low signal-tonoise gradients, typical for the STE method. Therefore, it can be, in theory,
exploited in training complex problems for which are the basic quantization
methods inapplicable.
The initialization training with the MethodPP can also be advantageous
for networks where the initial gradient for STE and SR methods is too small.
Therefore, the network does not learn. Since the probabilistic learning has a
better signal-to-noise ratio and generally trains faster during the initialization
phase, it can overcome the starting low gradients with relative ease and
prepare the network for more accurate learning with SR/STE after gaining
training the weights into a less complicated optimization space.
However, the expected good results from pretraining of sampling-based
methods with the derived probabilistic learning did not occur. The experiments were otherwise successful in training QNNS for the MNIST and
FMNIST datasets with 1 and 2 bits precision only while maintaining accuracy
over 99 %. In theory, the pretraining approach, which was unsuccessful for
the relatively simple datasets, could improve when implemented on more
challenging tasks like the ImageNet, where QNNs do not reach good accuracy
without pretraining. This should be tested in further work on this topic.
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6.1. Conclusion

Conclusion

This work introduced several popular quantization-aware approaches and
stated the general problem of stochastic QNNs. The problem was then solved
by different methods of stochastic rounding, relaxed quantization, and probabilistic learning, which were all theoretically described and implemented for
experiments. To establish a quantized probabilistic neural network, formulas
for propagation of the first two statistical moments were derived. All the
introduced methods were included in an environment for quantization aware
training in PyTorch. The framework allows for the shared implementation
of a network architecture, which can be trained with different quantization
methods only by parameter setting.
In experiments were QNNs with the extreme case of BNNs trained on the
MNIST dataset. The resulting accuracy for MNIST was nearly identical to
the accuracy acquired from a full precision network of the same architecture.
The stochastic rounding method achieved satisfactory results, even though
its structure was less complex than for the relaxed quantization. Relaxed
quantization and probabilistic learning for 1-bit precision achieved slightly
worse results than the other methods. For the 2-bit precision, all methods
were more or less identical. More experiments were performed with the
CIFAR-10 and FMNIST datasets with the aim of accelerating the training
period by pre-training with the probabilistic method. However, with the
current implementation and experiment settings, no improvements to the
training speed were achieved. All methods were otherwise able to achieve
validation accuracy of over 80 % with basic training settings.
Future work on this topic should extend the benchmark results to other
models and expand the environment to utilize more complex neural network
architectures. It should reintroduce and improve the current pre-training
approach and show its results on quantization tasks that are unsolvable by the
standard sampling-based quantization due to the low signal-to-noise gradient.
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Appendix

A

Derivations for BN Mean and Variance
Propagation

A.1

Mean of BN variance

2 :
The derivation of the mean of a BN variance σBN
2
σBN
=

h

2
E σBN

i

n
1X
(ai − µBN )2
n i=1

(A.1)

n
n
h
i
1X
1X
=E
(ai − E [µBN ])2 =
E (ai − E [µBN ])2 =
n i=1
n i=1

"

#

=
=

n
h
i
1X
E a2i − 2 · ai · E [µBN ] + E [µBN ]2 = (A.2)
n i=1

n  h i
h
i
1X
E a2i + E [−2 · ai · E [µBN ]] + E E [µBN ]2
n i=1

For clear process, the terms inside the sum in the Eq. A.2 are processed one
by one. Let’s start with the first term:
h

i

E a2i = V [ai ] + E [ai ]2 = σi2 + µ2i

(A.3)

Since the E [µBN ] is already a mean value, another mean function will not
change its value:
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h

....................

i

E E [µBN ]2 = E [E [µBN ]] · E [E [µBN ]] = E [µBN ]2
E [−2 · ai · E [µBN ]] = −2 · E [ai ] · E [E [µBN ]] = −2 · µi · E [µBN ]

(A.4)
(A.5)

When the equations A.3, A.4 and A.5 are substituted back to A.2, the
resulting mean of BN variance is:
h

i

2
E σBN
=

n 

1X
σi2 + µ2i − 2 · µi · E [µBN ] + E [µBN ]2 =
n i=1
n
n
1X
1X
2
=
σ +
(µi − E [µBN ])2
n i=1 i
n i=1

A.2

(A.6)

Variance propagation of BN

Some of the following steps are based on the fact that µā is a scalar and not
a random variable. Hence propagation of E is allowed.
There are two possible approaches to deriving the propagated variance
through the BN layer. The first one is the expected derivation process of evaluating the mean of squared BN activation and then subtracting the squared
mean of the BN activation. However, there has to be an approximation made
in the last step assuming independence between ai and µBN , which does not
hold since ai is used to calculate µBN .
Therefore another derivation can be applied based on knowing the expected
value of the BN mean E[µBN ] and the expected value of the BN variance
2 ] from equations 3.23 and 3.24. Given these two values, the rest of the
E[σBN
BN layer can be seen as an affine layer.

ai − E [µBN ]
·α+β ≈ q 
·α+β =

2
+ς
E σBN
+ς

ai − µBN

q

α

2
σBN



E[µBN ]



(A.7)

+ q 
· α + β  = ai · γ + δ
= ai · q 


2
2
E σBN
+ς
E σBN
+ς
The equation A.7 can be seen as a simple affine function with the scalar scale
γ and scalar offset β. Propagation of the mean and variance for affine layers
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has been already derived in the section 3.1.1, more precisely in the equations
3.17 and 3.18. Thus the rest of the evaluation is unambiguous:




E[µBN ]
α
+ q 
· α + β =
E [ã] = µi · γ + δ = ai · q 


2
2
+ς
E σBN + ς
E σBN

(A.8)

µi − E [µBN ]

=q 
·α+β

2
E σBN
+ς
V [ã] = γ 2 · σi2 =

α2
2
2 ] + ς · σi
E[σBN

(A.9)

Side note: The result of the mentioned classical derivation approach has
reached the same results despite the approximated dependence between terms.
However, the classical derivation process is significantly more complicated,
rendering it sub-optimal. The demonstrated approach to exploiting the
attributes of the affine layer can also serve as an example of how can more
complicated layers be in the future constructed by exploiting the properties
of the already derived elementary layers.

A.3

Mean and Variance of Quantization Layer

A.3.1

Mean

Let’s parameterize the grid points of the grid in the following matter:
gi = α · i + g0

(A.10)

This parametrization emphasizes the equidistant spacing between the grid
points. If the grid was selected another way, the following derivation process
would be inapplicable. The scale of the grid, or distance between grid points,
is α. The offset of the grid is the value of the first grid point.
Substitute the reparametrized value of gi to the the formula for the mean
value 3.31:
µx̃ =

K−1
X
i=0

(α · i + g0 ) · (F (α · i + g0 + α/2) − F (α · i + g0 − α/2))

Then for the grid points with indexes i ∈ [0, 1, . . . , K − 1] applies:
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(A.12)





(A.13)



(A.14)

0:

(α · 0 + g0 ) F (α · 0 + g0 + α/2) − F (α · 0 + g0 − α/2)

1:

(α · 1 + g0 ) F (α · 1 + g0 + α/2) − F (α · 1 + g0 − α/2)
..
.

i:



(α · i + g0 ) F α · i + g0 + α/2 − F α · i + g0 − α/2


..
.

K −1:



(α · (K − 1) + g0 ) F (α · (K − 1) + g0 + α/2)−

(A.15)



−F (α · (K − 1) + g0 − α/2)

An equation other than the first one, let’s notate it i + 1, can be simplified
into:

i+1:



(α · i + α + g0 ) F α · (i + 1) + g0 + α/2 − F α · i + g0 + α/2




(A.16)

When the probabilities of two consecutive CDF evaluations are added
according to the formula A.11, some terms cancel each other. The result of
such addition is notated ∆i :

∆i = (α · i + g0 )F α · i + g0 − α/2 +


+ (α(i + 1) + g0 ) F (α(i + 1) + g0 + α/2)) − α · F (α · i + g0 + α/2)

(A.17)

Now it is clear, that for non extreme grid points gi , the only term that
prevails is:
−α · F (α · i + g0 + α/2)
Therefore a simplified form of A.11 is evaluated:
K−1
X
i=0

gi · P (x̃ = gi ) = g0 · F g0 − α/2 −


K−1
X
i=1

α · F α · i + g0 + α/2 +


+(α · (K − 1) + g0 ) · F α · (K − 1) + g0 + α/2
(A.18)
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Following the process from relaxed quantization, the first and last CDF
evaluation are approximated so
F (g0 − α/2) = F (−∞) = 0

(A.19)

F (α(K − 1) + g0 + α/2) = F (∞) = 1

(A.20)

Then the final formula, which is to be exploited in code, is formed:
µx̃ = α · (K − 1) + g0 − α ·

K−1
X
i=1

F α · i + g0 + α/2 =


= α · (K − 1) + g0 − α ·

K−1
X

F gi + α/2

(A.21)



i=1

For symmetrical PDFs applies F (x) = (1 − F (−x)). Thus a further simplification can be made:
µx̃ = α · (K − 1) + g0 + α ·

K−1
X
i=1

= α · (K − 1) + g0 − α · (K − 1) + α
= g0 +

K−1
X
i=1

A.3.2



F − gi − α/2 − 1 =


K−1
X

i=1
K−1
X

F − gi − α/2 = g0 +


(A.22)

F − gi − α/2 =

i=1



F − gi − α/2



Variance

The derivation process for variance is almost identical. Since the squared
mean can be assumed from the previous derivation, only the first term from
the formula 3.32 needs to be evaluated. The second term’s evaluation for
each grid point is:

0:
1:





(A.23)





(A.24)



(A.25)

g02 F (α · 0 + g0 + α/2) − F (α · 0 + g0 − α/2)
(α · 1 + g0 )2 F (α · 1 + g0 + α/2) − F (α · 1 + g0 − α/2)
..
.

i:



(α · i + g0 )2 F α · i + g0 + α/2 − F α · i + g0 − α/2


..
.

K −1:



(α · (K − 1) + g0 )2 F (α · (K − 1) + g0 + α/2)−


−F (α · (K − 1) + g0 − α/2)
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(A.26)

A. Derivations for BN Mean and Variance Propagation

....................

In a similar matter as for the expected value, the evaluation for the grid
point gi+1 is:
α2 · i2 + 2α · i · g0 + g02 + α2 + 2α2 · i + 2α · g0



F α · i + g0 + α/2 −


−F α · i + g0 − α/2



(A.27)

For ∆i = i + (i + 1) then applies:
∆i =

(α · i + g0 )2 F α · i + g0 − α/2 +


+ (α(i + 1) + g0 )2 F (α(i + 1) + g0 + α/2))−

(A.28)

− α + 2α · i + 2α · g0 F (α · i + g0 + α/2)
2

2



For the non extreme grid points gi , the only term that prevails is:
− α2 + 2α2 · i + 2α · g0 F (α · i + g0 + α/2)

(A.29)



Therefore a simplified form of 3.32 is evaluated:
K−1
X

i=0
K−1
X

= g02 · F g0 − α/2 −


gi2 · P (x̃ = gi ) =

i=1

α2 + 2α2 · i + 2α · g0 F α · i + g0 + α/2 +




+(α · (K − 1) + g0 )2 · F α · (K − 1) + g0 + α/2
(A.30)


After the substitution of values from equations A.19 and A.20, the final form
of the second term of 3.32 is:

K−1
X
i=0

= (α · (K − 1) + g0 )2 −

gi2 · P (x̃ = gi ) =
K−1
X
i=1

α2 + 2α2 · i + 2α · g0 F α · i + g0 + α/2




(A.31)

Then the formula for the propagated variance of the quantization layer is:
σx̃2

= (α · (K − 1) + g0 ) −
2

K−1
X
i=1

α2 + 2α2 · i + 2α · g0 F gi + α/2 − µ2x̃ (A.32)
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Appendix

B

Experimental Details

B.1

MNIST Datasets and LeNet5 Architecture

The MNIST dataset contains 60k training and 10k test handwritten digit
images with 28×28 resolution for classification to 10 classes. The images were
not pre-processed in any way.
The Fashon MNIST dataset contains 70k images of individual articles of
clothing at 28×28 resolution. The dataset uses 60k images for training and
10k images for testing.
The exploited LeNet5 architecture structure was
32C5 − AP2 − 64C5 − AP2 − 1024FC512 − 512FC10 − Softmax
With the notation XCY denoting a convolutional layer using Y × Y kernel
filter with X output channels. Y FCZ denotes a fully connected layer with Y
in features and Z out features. APY denotes the standard average pooling
with kernel Y × Y with the stride Y . All layers in the network are followed
by a batch normalization layer.
For all methods was exploited learning rate 1e-3 and batch size 128. For
loss function was selected the cross entropy. Parameters for the batch normalization layer were preset to [-0.5; -0.5.]
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B. Experimental Details

B.2

.................................

CIFAR-10 Dataset and ALL-CNN Architecture

The CIFAR-10 dataset contains 50k training and 10k test images of 10
different objects with 32×32 resolution. The images were not pre-processed
in any way.
The Fashon MNIST dataset contains 70k images of individual articles of
clothing at 28×28 resolution. The dataset uses 60k images for training and
10k images for testing.
The exploited architecture structure was constructed mainly from CNN
blocks without bias followed by batch normalization.
→Conv2d(3,96, 3, 1, 1,) → Conv2d(96, 96, 3, 1, 1) → Conv2d(96, 96, 3, 2,
1)) → Conv2d(96, 192, 3, 1, 1) → Conv2d(192, 192, 3, 1, 1)→ Conv2d(192, 192,
3, 2, 1) → Conv2d(192, 192, 3, 1, 1) → Conv2d(192, 192, 1, 1,)→Conv2d(192,
10, 1, 1)→AdaptiveAvgPool2d()→Flatten()→
where the convolutional layers have the following parameter notation:
Conv2d(I, J, K, L, M) with I for the number of input channels, J for the
number of output channels, K for the convolution kernel size, L for the stride,
and M for padding. The learning rate was set to 1e-4 and the batch size to
128.
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